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Abstract: Human-computer interaction (HCI) is an emerging field 
of science aimed at providing natural ways for humans to use 
computers. Among many systems are vision-based approaches, 
utilizing face tracking and facial action recognition. Many sources 
of variation in facial appearance exists, which make recognition a 
challenging task. Often, uncomfortable manual calibration of the 
system is required. Therefore, in our opinion the key issue is the 
automatic adaptation of the machine to human rather than vice 
versa. 
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1. Introduction 
Typical input devices, such as QWERTY keyboard and a 
mouse, remains the dominant way of human-computer 
interaction. Unfortunately they are not designed for 
people with severe physical disabilities. People who are 
quadriplegic – as a result of cerebral palsy, traumatic 
brain injury, or stroke – often have great difficulties or 
even cannot use mouse or keyboard. In such situations 
facial actions and small head movements can be viewed as 
alternative way of communication with machines 
(computer, electric wheel chair, etc.). 
 There are various approaches to build mouse 
alternatives. Some of them use infrared emitters that are 
attached to the user's glasses, head band, or cap [7]. Other 
try to measure eyeball position changes and determine 
gaze direction [1, 14]. Also, there are attempts to leverage 
electroencephalograms for human-machine interaction [5]. 
Typically these systems use specialized equipment such as: 
electrodes, goggles and helmets which are uncomfortable 
to wear and also may cause hygienic problems. 
 On the other hand, optical observation gives 
possibility of easy adaptation to serve the special needs of 
people with various disabilities and does not require 
uncomfortable accessories. Therefore, vision based systems 
are promising solution for HCI interface. The potential of 
other applications of such systems exists as well (i.e. 
entertainment and game systems, AV content analysis, 
etc). 
 

2. The need of machine adaptation 
There are many approaches to vision-based human-
computer interaction. One of them is the ,,Camera Mouse" 

system [2], which provides computer access for people 
with severe disabilities. User's movements are translated 
into the movements of the mouse pointer on the screen. 
System tracks facial features such as the tip of the user's 
nose or finger. The visual tracking algorithm is based on 
correlation technique and requires manual selection of 
tracked features. 
 Another, widely known, example is CAMSHIFT algo-
rithm [4] used as a computer interface for controlling 
commercial computer games and for exploring immersive 
3D graphic worlds. It operates on color probability distri-
butions derived from video frame sequences. The efficiency 
of the algorithm depends on created skin-color model. 
Many other face localization and tracking algorithms use a 
skin color model as well. 
 There are many sources of variation in facial appear-
ance. They can be categorized [9] into two groups – intrin-
sic factors related to the physical nature of the face (iden-
tity, age, sex, facial expression) and extrinsic factors due 
to interaction of the light with the face and observer (il-
lumination, viewing geometry, imaging process, occlusion, 
shadowing). 
 Above examples, show typical problems in designing 
robust vision-based HCI system. Careful manual interven-
tion during initialization of the algorithm and recalibra-
tion during execution are required. 
 On the other hand, human object recognition seems ef-
fortless. From generic knowledge of an object, one can eas-
ily recognize novel instances of the object (for example: 
smile, sadness, etc). The main question is how this know-
ledge is encoded and used?  
 In this paper, we propose a vision-based automatic ca-
libration method designed to initialize HCI system or 
adapt its parameters during execution. It uses generic 
model of human face to detect facial features. After that 
system can learn other visual cues, important to recognize 
facial actions.  
  

3. Algorithm outline 
In order to minimize manual intervention during initiali-
zation of the HCI system, the blink gesture detection is 
performed. Using only blink signal, allows people with se-
vere physical disabilities to perform initialization without 
help or with minimum assistance of caretakers. Te user 
has to stay still in front of the camera and blink.  
 Proposed algorithm makes use of both – static image 
analysis and motion detection performed simultaneously. 
Algorithm outline is given in Fig. 1 (details are in [15]). 
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After preprocessing stage (color conversion, median filte-
ring), motion detection is performed in luminance compo-
nent by creating Motion Energy Images – MEI [3]. MEI 
representation shows where in the image the motion oc-
curs. The delay parameter defines the temporal extent of 
a movement and is set to match the typical eye blink pe-
riod. Sum of the MEI representation gives information 
about how big motion is and it is used to detect head 
movements or significant scene lighting changes. 
 The aim of object analysis stage is to remove objects 
from binary MEI image which do not fulfill assumed crite-
ria (object size, etc.). This step removes artifacts generat-
ed by image noise or small head movements. All remain-
ing objects are considered as possible eye candidates. To 
select proper pair of objects which are most likely located 
in eye regions of the image, additional analysis based on 
face anatomy is performed (the distance and the angle of 
line passing through eye candidates must lie within as-
sumed limits). 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.  Overview of the algorithm 
Rys. 1.  Schemat ogólny algorytmu 

 To detect blink event the remaining pair of eye candi-
dates must exists on the same image region on N consecu-
tive frames. Approximate eye positions obtained are used 
to define region of interests (ROIs) for accurate eye and 
nostril localization. The blink event triggers feature (eye, 
nostril) localization algorithm to execute until head 
movement or significant scene lighting change is detected. 
In such situation (for example when user shakes head or 
move) feature detectors are suspended until next blink. 
 Eye and nostril detection is performed on computed 
ROIs using both luminance and chrominance components. 
Two probability maps are created, each of them based on 
different image representation. The probability map from 
the chroma is based on the observation that high Cb and 
low Cr values can be found around the eyes [8]. Since no-
strils, eyes (also other significant face features) usually 

form dark or light blobs on the face image, the second 
probability map is constructed from luminance component 
using blob detection algorithm based on a scale-space re-
presentation [11] of the image signal. 
 After eye and nostril localization stage the following 
information is available for calibration and initialization 
HCI application: blink event and location, eye and nostril 
position, as well as face approximate boundary; head 
movement (or significant lighting change) signal. 
 Gathered information can be used to learn visual cues 
and initialize essential parameters of the facial action rec-
ognition and feature tracking algorithms – for example: 
skin-color model used in CAMSHIFT tracker or correla-
tion tracker templates. Also, blinks can be used to recali-
brate system during its execution. 
 

4. Preliminary experimental results 
Proposed algorithm has been modeled and tested on 
MATLAB/Simulink platform running on Windows-based 
PC. Because, MATLAB is not suitable to perform tests in 
real-time, part of the algorithm also has been integrated 
with C++ framework using Simulink Coder which offers 
code generation capabilities. This enables possibility of 
additional evaluation of algorithm performance with user 
interaction. 
 To our knowledge, most blink detection algorithms [6, 
10, 13, 16] are evaluated only on image sequences from 
one camera. Our main requirement was that algorithm de-
signed for system calibration should work well under vari-
ous conditions. without the need of adjusting its parame-
ters. Therefore, test video sequences have been taken by 
different cameras in various lighting conditions and back-
ground complexity. 
 Signals obtained from algorithm (blink events, eye po-
sition, direction of head movement, etc.) are suitable to 
control applications. For example – blinks can emulate 
mouse clicks, and head movement can be used to control 
cursor.  
 

5. Conclusion 
Preliminary experimental results show that proposed algo-
rithm can be used to automatic adaptation and calibra-
tion of HCI system. Adaptation of the machine to human 
rather than vice versa is essential shift toward a human-
centered interaction architecture, which is observed in 
Human-Computer-Interaction domain [12]. Although, re-
sults are promising there are several issues that should be 
addressed in future work. More tests and evaluation in 
various scenarios (especially use by disabled people) can 
help improve algorithm efficiency. 
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Automatyczna adaptacja  

interfejsu człowiek-komputer 
 

Streszczenie: Interakcja człowiek-komputer (ang. human-
computer interaction - HCI) to nowa dziedzina nauki ukierunko-
wana na rozwój naturalnych i intuicyjnych sposobów korzystania 
z komputerów i rządzeń. Wśród wielu stosowanych rozwiązań 
znajdują się systemy potrafiące śledzić cechy i rozpoznawać mi-
mikę twarzy, wykorzystujące algorytmy przetwarzania i analizy 
obrazów. Rozpoznawanie mimiki jest trudnym zadaniem ze 
względu na istnienie wielu źródeł zmienności w wyglądzie twarzy. 
Bardzo często skutkuje to koniecznością ręcznej i niewygodnej 
kalibracji systemu. Dlatego, też zdaniem autora, kluczową spra-
wą jest takie konstruowanie algorytmów, aby system adaptował 
się automatycznie do człowieka, a nie odwrotnie. 

Słowa kluczowe: interakcja człowiek-komputer; przetwarzanie 
i analiza obrazów, adaptacja i kalibracja 
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